New for Remediation! Quizzes with Study Plans
Vocabulary production quizzes and all grammar quizzes include Study Plans that automatically assign remediation and re-quizzing for students who do not perform adequately on the quiz.

Try out these engaging and effective Whiteboard activities!
Activities and Tools for Interactive Whiteboards DVD-ROM for Levels A/B-1, 2, and 3 includes over 200 practice activities for vocabulary and grammar, the DK Visual Dictionary eText, and an Image Gallery with over 6,000 DK images with audio files.

Explore the Spanish-speaking world
Mapa global interactivo combines global positioning technology with activities to connect students to locations across the Spanish-speaking world.

A great way to build communication skills!
The Videomodelo feature showcases Spanish-speaking teens modeling interpersonal speaking tasks from the Student Edition.

Music inspires learning
What better way to learn new vocabulary and grammar than by singing and dancing to our popular Canciones de hip hop? Students can download the songs and lyrics for each chapter to any computer or mobile device.

Game on!
The end of each chapter features a variety of assignable games that help students review while having fun. After the game is finished, students and teachers can access reports that summarize individual or class performance.

Around-the-clock grammar support
The clear grammar explanations, helpful charts, and realistic examples in the Tutorials explain Spanish grammar with a focus on comparisons to English. The GramActiva videos present and practice grammar in a fun, engaging way, while the Animated Verbs show verbs dynamically.

Learn more about Realidades, resources, and digital courseware at PearsonSchool.com/Real2014
Introducing the digital courseware!

An online powerhouse for teachers and students

Modernize your current Spanish curriculum with a robust digital solution. You and your students can use our Pearson digital courseware in the classroom, the lab, at home, or via mobile device!

**Bring the Student Edition to life**
The Realidades eText Student Edition features embedded audio and video, plus study tools that include Flashcards, Highlighting, Bookmarking, and Notes. Also available is an interactive whiteboard view for front-of-classroom use.

**Complete teaching support? It’s a wrap!**
The Teacher’s Edition eText features the complete Student Edition with invaluable wrap-around notes with live links that take you to the ACTFL Standards, teaching tips, differentiating instruction, Pre-AP support, media resources, and more.

**A great tool for personalizing Communication!**
With the DK Spanish-English Bilingual Visual Dictionary eText, students can search among 6,000+ vocabulary entries in their visual dictionary eText to find the word they want to use! Each vocabulary entry includes an audio file for pronunciation.

**Real Talk**
With realidades.com, each student has a built-in language lab to record interpersonal or presentational speaking tasks including:
- Paired practice activities
- Pronunciación
- Presentación oral
- Communicative Activities (from Teacher’s Resource Book)

**Instant Check**
Each vocabulary and grammar practice section on realidades.com includes this quick auto-graded exercise that will instantly check if your students “get it”. This formative assessment is an ideal tool to help you guide instruction!

**Literally, a digital filing cabinet!**
The realidades.com Teacher Resources Folder organizes all your teaching resources for quick and easy access. Find Interactive Whiteboard Activities; Reading, Writing, and Speaking Practice; Lesson Plans; the Pre-AP® Resource Book; and more.
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